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A company delivers cutting-edge 5G messaging, acoustic intelligence, and digital smart city solutions
.
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Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains statements of a forward-looking nature. These statements are made under the "safe harbor" provisions of
the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. You can identify these forward-looking statements by terminology such as

"will," "expects," "anticipates," "future," "intends," "plans," "believes," "estimates" and similar statements. These forward-looking
statements are based on the current assumptions, expectations, and projections of the Company's management about future events.
Although the assumptions, expectations, and projections reflected in these forward-looking statements represent management's
best judgment at the time of this presentation, the Company can give no assurance that they will prove to be correct. Numerous
factors, including those related to market conditions and those detailed from time to time in the Company’s filings with the Securities
Exchange Commission, may cause results of the Company to differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements. Many of the factors that will determine the Company’s future results are beyond the ability of the Company to control or
predict. These forward- looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties and, therefore, actual results may differ materially.
The Company cautions you not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. The Company undertakes no
obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements, or to make any other forward-looking statements, whether as a result
of new information, future events, or otherwise. All references to "Company" and “Datasea" as used throughout this presentation
refer to Datasea Inc. and its subsidiaries.
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Company Overview

Vision

Mission

Being a global leading provider of

To become a leading enterprise in

digital intelligent technology

China's digital economy and one of the

products and solutions

top 100 companies in China
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Incorporated in Nevada on September 2014
Datasea has been certified as one of the high-tech enterprises based on its
proprietary technologies and a leading company with quality assurance.

Company
Overview

Majority of the revenues are generated from China which
is one of the largest consumer economies with strong
growth rate
Over the next decade, China may add more consumption than any other country,
and is expected to generate more than one-quarter of all global consumption
growth, according to Mckinsey’s baseline scenario.

Research & Development Partnership with first-tier
research institution for advanced innovation and
creation
Ultrasonics Laboratory, Institute of Acoustics Chinese Academy of
Science, Noise and Vibration Laboratory, Speech Signal Processing
Laboratory, Institute of Acoustics, etc.
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Patents and recognitions

Company
Overview

27 Patents & 77 Software Copyrights
AAA Credit Enterprise Certification
ISO9001 Certification
ISO14001 Certification
ISO27001 Certification
ISP Certification
ISO18001 Certification
Security Engineering Qualification
Product Qualification from the Ministry of Public Security
Business License for Computer Information System and
Security Products

Equity Snapshot
Ticker Symbol

NASDAQ: DTSS

Share Price

$1.62* (as of 09/26/2022)

52-Week Range

$1.06-$3.65*

Market Capitalization

USD 39.4M

Share Outstanding

24.32M

Volume (last 10 days)

130,000 shares

Fiscal Year

End June 30

Company HQ

Beijing, People’s Republic of China
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Investment Highlights
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Significant growing market

Diversified customer base: large

Robust and innovative R&D

potential within China’s 5G

corporates, SMEs from all types of

team lead by experienced

messaging， Acoustic

industry in need of marketing,

personnel

Intelligence, and Smart

intelligent acoustic and security

Security Industry

solutions

Leading technologies with a variety of intellectual

Comprehensive product suite

property rights. Especially ultrasonic sound

with sophisticated business

sterilization and antivirus equipment, the first-ever

development models

solution in China that combines ultrasonic sound
effects with optics to address the Covid-19 sparked
disinfecting needs
26
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Core Technologies
Visual and Non-visual fusion perception algorithms
Advanced Imagery Technology Functions
• Multi-scale infrared imaging pre-processing
• Dynamic wide temperature image enhancement
• Environment adaptive imaging
• Image-position-based disaster alarming
Non-visual behavior analysis algorithm
• Datasea forms visual + non-visual fusion perception through the collection and
aggregation of multi-modal intelligent perception terminal information such as
vision, sound, touch, etc.
• The cloud platform system composed of data, algorithms and computing power
realizes the safe brain of autonomous cognitive decision-making, according to
the scene. Intelligent response terminal equipment is used to provide smart city
related services to various customers.
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Core Technologies
Acoustic intelligence
AI Core Architecture
Construction of AI
Acoustic Model Based on
DNN-HMM Neural
Network

Sound Separation Algorithm

Sound Input

Feature
extraction

Acoustic
model

Decoder

Speech
Reconstruction

Text Output

Core Algorithm
Network Voice
recognition algorithm

Speech Training

Monophone
HMM System

Phoneme
HMM System

(MFCC, Fbank)

Voice Verification
Algorithm

(Dynamic Time Warping)

Multi-factor clustering based on
decision tree

Voice forced
calibration

AM Training
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Core Technologies
Acoustic intelligence
A technology that can be adopted by multiple industries
Acoustic Intelligence is an intelligence-gathering discipline that collects and processes acoustic phenomena. The
potential applications can be adopted in multiple industries, such as environment, health, agriculture, manufacturing, and is
not limited to security industry.
Collaborate with leading research partners to carry out product design and development
Datasea works with Shenzhen Advanced Research Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Acoustics,
Nanjing University and other research institutes to carry out acoustic intelligence-related products design and development.
The company released a White Paper on the Development and Technology Application of Acoustic Intelligence
Industry with the National industry standards department in Jan 2022
In the white paper, the application of the acoustic intelligence on an industry level is discussed and Datasea is expected to
leading the initiative.
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Core Technologies
Acoustic intelligence
Ultrasonic sound
The Ultrasonic Sound Sterilization and Antivirus Equipment features innovative acoustic intelligence powered
disinfection that has proven to be able to purify air, reduce bacteria and viruses such as COVID-19 and H1N1 by over
99.9% through the research conducted by third-party laboratories. As sterilization and antivirus equipment combines
ultrasonic sound effects with optics, it achieves high sterilization efficiency in normal temperature without human contact,
peculiar odor, or environmental damage, and can respond to a wide range of disinfection needs.

The directional sound technology
It is currently one of the core technologies to solve the noise problem and is based on the nonlinear effect theory of
acoustic parametric array, constraining the sound wave to propagate in a specific direction. The primary function allows
the sound to be transmitted along a particular path with good privacy and effectively controlling noise pollution. It has the
characteristics of super directivity, clear sound without attenuation, broader frequency response, compactness, and
lightness.

Datasea Business Solution

5G Messaging
Market overview

A large market and customer base
The 5G Messaging market in China is estimated to be 300
billion RMB ($46.54 billion) over the next 5 to 7 years.
(source: Dao insights, Oct 2020)
5G users in China is projected to have an exponential
increase starting from 2021. (source: Statista)
An Upgrade of Traditional Message Service
Short Message Service(SMS) no longer fully address
emerging demands for advanced features
Domestic operators support
Three major operators in China issued a 5G messaging
service white paper to call for collaboration to help fully
roll out 5G messaging services.
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5G Messaging

Product description
The 5G Integrated message marketing cloud platform (“5G
IMMCP”), based on 5G message marketing cloud platform (5G
MMCP) and the current demand in the Chinese market,
expands connection with existing clients through accesses such
as SMS, email, WeChat, applet, APP Push and third-party tools
and manages users from different platforms all in one 5G
IMMCP to form the company’s unique product service
capabilities and competitive advantages.
Target customer
Both commercial enterprises and individual users, to engage,
convert and nurture buying relationships efficiently.

Information
interactive

Multimedia
card

Background
operation interface

Business model
Datasea mainly provides institution customers with three types of services:
5G SMS,5G Integrated message marketing cloud platform (5G IMMCP)
and value-added services (5G multimedia video SMS technology system,
etc.).
Availabilities
Via direct sales and distribution partners, Datasea's 5G messaging
marketing product is available in Jiangsu province for catering industry.
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5G Messaging

---5G Messaging Marketing Cloud Platform (5G MMCP)

Pilot effect

Case Study
ZTO Express
(NYSE“ZTO”)
is a leading
express delivery company
in China and one of the
largest express delivery
companies globally.

Novermber,2021, Datasea had assisted ZTO express ("ZTO") with China's
first delivery order placement. The user placed the delivery order and
completed the transaction from ZTO all through 5G messaging services.
The order signifies that Datasea 5G messaging application, developed for
ZTO, officially has the conditions for full commercial use.
Test result display ：

5G messaging
application overview

Test days (10 days)

test type

Quantity
(10,000 pieces)

test type

Calculation logic

200

test type

B2C Key Account
Marketing SMS

500

C2Cpersonal subscription

100

Daily notification SMS to
upgrade 5G message

400

commercial value

Commercial value

Quantity (10,000 pieces)
200

COST

open rate

0.15RMB/messa
ge

16%

Number of
upstream bars
300,000+

place an order
Over 100

The B2C and C2C functions of ZTO Express are being further improved and will be tested one after another.
The 5G messaging application of ZTO Express is highly replicable, creating value-added services for after-sales service and commercial
advertising for corporate customers, as well as real logistics social value-added services for end users, bringing new business income
to the express delivery industry and increasing the gross profit of the industry.

Industrial value

Social value
✓ China’s express delivery industry serves 500

✓ In 2020, the total business volume of China's

✓ By copying and promoting the case of ZTO, it will

express delivery industry reached 83.358

quickly promote the use of 5G messages on the user

million users per day on average. By promoting

billion pieces.

side and help the development of the 5G message

the case of ZTO, it has quickly formed a user

industry ecosystem.

scale and realized 5G messages that benefit
people's livelihood

2.4 billion

To bring
touch-point traffic throughout
the year

The annual delivery volume of the express
delivery industry is expected to bring more than

2 billion revenue to the 5G messaging
billions

brings
of business revenue
throughout the year

industry

5G Messaging

---5G Integrated Messaging Marketing Cloud Platform (5G MMCP)

Recent achievements
üRecurring sales accounted for about 73% of the total income, and it implied
that the client retention rate is high or the customer loyalty is compelling,
which help increase the gross margin.
üThe new application module “Juchuan Smart Push” to enable personalized
delivery service, leveraging big data and data mining, integrates rich media
message, provide a range of interactive options that will help brands grab
consumers' attention for sustaining grow.

Client expansion

Since 2022，Datasea has been authorized by 300+ institutional clients in
express delivery, catering, tourism, e-commerce, financing, technology, etc to
develop 5G IMMCP.
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Promotion and Business Development

1. Increasing professional sales team, focusing on expanding and maintaining the Company's existing customer
needs and transforming them into deal transaction;
2. Partner/broker mode, use the resources and contacts of partners to import more potential demand and
promote the order placements of 5G messaging service of the Company
3. Joint marketing mode, using partner resources to invite agents and end customers to participate in the
promotion meeting led by the company's business team to reach the signing of agents or direct customers

New Sales Contracts
• In June, Datasea Announced a $14.99 Million Procurement Agreement to Supply 5G Messaging
Services with Zhangzhou Baina Intelligent Technology Co.

•

Industry recognition
• Took the lead in organizing the overall technical requirments for 5G messaging

Examples:
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperate with Nanjing Branch of China Mobile Communication Group to
provide financial customers with an integrated finaicla big data platform;
Partner with the three major operators in China for its value-added
business operation center company for its entire network business;
Jointly promote the multi-industry application of Datasea 5G message
aggregation platform;
As the only 5G message authentication service partner of China Mobile
Zhejiang Jiaxing Branch, 5G messaging services can be provided directly
to the operators' existing customers;
Accelerate the cooperation in 5G messaging aiming to set a benchmark for
China express delivery industry and launch related services on the Jiangsu
Mobile cloud platform.

In July, Datasea Entered into $22.3 Million Sales Agreement to Provide 5G Messaging Services with
Hangzhou Runsheng Network Technology Ltd.

•
•

applications in express delivery service scenarios-that is, the first seminar of the drafting
group for the 5G messaging group standard in China's express delivery industry.
Rewarded “Top 10 Enterprise of 5G Messaging” and well knowned as am innovative
pioneer of cross-platform product integration in the field of 5G messaging .
Datasea’s 5G messaging solution was promoted by China Mobile as a top ten 5G
messaging application and conducts an online promotion.

中通官
网
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Acoustic Intelligence
Market Overview

• Robust Market Growth

The acoustic sensors market was valued at
USD 707.94 million in 2020 and is expected to
reach USD 1750.19 billion by 2026 with a
CAGR of 14% over the forecast period (2021
- 2026)*.
• Broad Industry Applications

Acoustic intelligence is an intelligencegathering discipline that collects and
processes acoustic phenomena. It can be
applied to multiple industries, including but
not limited to environment protection, health,
agriculture, manufacturing, and security.

* Source: mordor intelligence
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Acoustic Intelligence
Disinfection

Ultrasonic Sound Sterilization and Antivirus Equipment
This is the first disinfection equipment that combines ultrasonic sound effects with optics to
address the COVID-induced disinfection needs. Utilizing high-frequency ultrasonic waves
that have strong directionality and penetrating power, it can effectively eliminate common
and highly harmful viruses, including COVID variants (Delta and Omicron), Aspergillus
Flavians and others.

Environment Protection
Directional Sound Recognizer

This is an environmental protection product. Directional sound technology is currently one
of the core technologies that solve noise problems. The product's main function regulates
that the sound is transmitted along a certain path, which can then effectively reduce noise
pollution. The product’s key features include superior directivity, clear sound quality
without attenuation, wide frequency response range, and light weight.

DR1/DR SMART

0.6~5m

Health & Wellness

The Sound Effect Refreshes the Mind
This device integrates ultrasound, low frequency, electromagnetic waves, music, and
voice interaction to promote mental and physical wellbeing. By changing the vibrational
frequency of the parts of the brain that control emotional responses, it helps to relax and
refresh the brain. Target customers of the device include drivers, students, office workers,
and rehab patients.

DR2
Outdoor>
60m

DR3
Outdoor
>120m

Security

Tianer Voice Recognition Alarm
Via collecting and analyzing sound data, the Tianer Voice Recognition Alarm can
intervene and generate deterrents when sensing danger. The product can be used at
home, in communities, on school campuses, and other public places.

Acoustic Intelligence
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Recent Developments
Shuhai Acoustic Effect Technology was
established. The new subsidiary will
focus on accelerating technology
development and product design in the
fields of health, medical service, and
agriculture. It will also cover supply chain
management, and sales & marketing
operations.
The core team of the newly created
subsidiary is composed of both technical
experts and business development
professionals with10+ years experience
in the acoustic intelligence industry.

Establish a Subsidiary

The Company, together with MIIT, Key
Laboratory of Artificial Intelligence Key
Technology and Application Evaluation
and Informatization, CAICT Cloud
Computing & Big Data Research Institute,
released China’s inaugural white paper
on the acoustic intelligence industry. The
paper shares compelling analyses and
fact findings on acoustic intelligence
technology, the commercialization of the
technology, and the industry outlook.

White Paper

Shuhai Beijing and Shanghai Zhuifeng
Automotive System recently
established a strategic partnership in
acoustic intelligent technology
development and application. Zhuifeng
Automotive System has domestic
OEMs and front-end module market
resources. The two parties agreed to
jointly promote the acoustic intelligence
module products used in automobiles,
for example, DMS for sound awakening,
and other expansion opportunities in
the front-end module market.

Product R&D

Acoustic Intelligence
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Recent Developments
Shuhai Acoustic Effects Technology has entered into a
three-year collaboration agreement with Guangdong
Canbo Electrical, a leading manufacture of smart
household appliances. Shuhai’s innovative acousticenabled sterilization technology will be incorporated to
produce the next-generation disinfection cabinets. The
upgraded disinfection cabinets are expected to reach
500,000-unit sales per year.

The following is Shuhai’s four flagship products that
demonstrate the reach of the acoustic intelligence
technology in some of the high-growth industries
including health & wellness, security, and environment
protection.

Shuhai Jingwei has executed a purchase agreement
with Jiangsu Xinrong New Work Technology Research
Institute, a company providing software development,
artifical intelligence, and big data solution. The total
value of this engagement is RMB 20 million
(approximately USD 3.14 million)

•

•

•

•

New Contracts

Ultrasonic sound sterilization and antivirus
equipment that directly address COVID-induced
disinfecting needs.
Shuhai Tianer Voice Recognition Alarm, a product
that processes real-time sound data, conducts
early warning analysis, and actively responds to
emergencies.
Shuhai directional sound recognizer, a product that
tackles noise pollution and can be used in both
private and public settings.
Shuhai refreshing directional sound device, a
product that integrates ultrasound, low frequency,
electromagnetic waves, music, and voice
interaction to deliver customizable health and
wellness experiences.

Product Updates

Datasea has entered into a one-year business
cooperation agreement with Unicorner LLC, a
company that possesses comparative advantages on
supply chain management, (procurement, logistics,
and warehousing), and sales & marketing of the
disinfection industry in the United States. Unicorner’s
customers include AT&T, Staples, Marriott, CVC, and
Walgreen. The partnership leverages the respective
strengths of Datasea and Uniconer and creates a
compelling value proposition for both companies.
Datasea will provide various acoustic intelligence
products and technical support to Uniconer. In return,
Datasea will benefit from Unicorner’s twenty plus years
operating experience in the US, from market
knowledge to distribution channels to expand its
footprints in the US market.
Datasea has also entered into a business agreement
with ShenZhen New Route Network Technology and
QueTal Compra respectively. The Company believes
these partnerships will create synergies in multiple key
business aspects, including brand recognition, sales
and marketing, and localization. They will further
accelerate Datasea’s expansion in the Americas.

Overseas Market Expansion
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Acoustic Intelligence

D AT AS E A
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Recent Developments
Datase developed several models of air purifiers to tackle the disinfection needs
in different applications and user scenarios.
The air purifiers adopt innovative acoustic intelligent disinfection technology to
provide acoustic intelligent related hardware devices. Based on the effect and
application characteristics of acoustics (ultrasonic and infrasound), it has
developed ultrasonic collaborative disinfection equipment, which relies on the

Floor-standing

Desktop

high-speed movement of ultrasonic protons to destroy the formation of
microorganisms, which can be more energy efficient than ultraviolet and alcohol
to kill bacteria and viruses faster.
Datasea’s acoustic intelligence sets have passed the certification of the third
party authoritative institutions that has proven to achieve a 99.83% efficacy in
nine seconds against Covid-19.
In-Vehicle

Restroom
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Acoustic Intelligence
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Application Scenarios
数海引入了ISO9001和CMMI管理
Datasea’s Device features
innovative acoustic
标准、OKR绩效管理体系和人才培
intelligence powered disinfection
that has proven to
训体系，为公司开发利用声学智能
be able to reduce bacteria and viruses without human

的产品做好准备。

contact, peculiar odor, or environmental damage, and
can respond to a wide range of disinfection needs.
Datasea’s Device relies on the high-speed movement
of the proton of ultrasound to destroy the formation of
microorganisms and can kill bacteria and virus faster
than UV and alcohol.

Acoustic Intelligence
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Comparison with Other Disinfection Approaches
Key Aspects

Datasea’s High-efficiency Sound & Light Disinfection Equipment

Ultraviolet with 222 Nanotechnology

Disinfection Alcohol / Disinfection Reagent
Alcohol can absorb the moisture of viral proteins,
dehydration, denaturation and coagulation. Oxidative
disinfectant is to oxidize the active genes in bacteria and
viruses to denature them.

数海引入了ISO9001和CMMI管理

The high-speed movement of the protons of the ultrasonic wave causes the
destruction of the microorganism itself, and the combination of physical
factors results a geometric multiple of disinfection

UV-C (200-80 nanometers) kills RNA, destroys viral
protein capsids and viral base pairs

Very trong (physical factor disinfection promotes each other)

strong

Short

Relatively long

3D space and object surface areas. The sound waves also bounce off in
space

Travel in a straight line to the unobstructed surface of the
Contacted surface areas
object, ineffective in space

Basically zero

Light pollution

Severe environmental pollution

Secondary Pollution

Zero

Zero

Serious, alcohol of 75% concentration is unstable

Hazards to Humans

Harmless

222NM foreign experiments unavailable. Other wave
lengths will cause eye and skin damage

Harmful

Power Requirements

Low (can be used as a portable device)

High (ineffective when used in a low-power setting /
difficult to move when used in a high-power setting)

Non-physical factor method

Disinfection Principles

Disinfection Effectiveness
Action Time
Effective Range
Environmental Impact

Temperature Range of
Effective Usage
Long-term Use /
Disposable
Summary

Remain effective in minus 40 degree Celsius
One-time investment and long-term use
Fully comparable to 222nm advantages, the power has greatly reduced the
lack of UV rays, fully human-machine coexistence

标准、OKR绩效管理体系和人才培
weak
训体系，为公司开发利用声学智能

Effective when above 4 degree Celsius. The
effectiveness starts to rapidly decline when it is below 4
degree Celsius
Need to replace the wick every 6 months (krypton
chloride principal)
222nm, human-machine coexistence

Long

的产品做好准备。

Less effective in a low-temperature environment
Disposables
Difficult to transport and carry and difficult for humanmachine coexistence in public places

Acoustic Intelligence
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Microbial Elimination Test Reports:

Test Reports

Escherichia Coli, Staphylococcus Albus, Airborne Bacteria, and Aspergillus Flavus

COVID-19 Virus Elimination Test Report

数海引入了ISO9001和CMMI管理
标准、OKR绩效管理体系和人才培
训体系，为公司开发利用声学智能
的产品做好准备。

Virus
Elimination
Rate (%)

Control Group

Test Group
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Smart City
Market overview

Attractive opportunities in China smart
city market
The growth in this market is driven by the
increase in population, the need for rapid
urbanization and governments
investments and policies to speed up the
successful implementation and
development of smart cities projects.
(source: China Smart Cities Market Report)
Industry Restructure
The service-oriented marketing model
based on customer needs will create new
market opportunities.
Rising Demand for Epidemic Prevention &
Control
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Smart City
Smart City Solutions
Public Community

Safe Campus

Scenic Area

Product description
Leverage facial recognition technology and other visual intelligence algorithms, combined with cutting-edge acoustic and non-visual intelligence
algorithms, to provide smart city solutions that meet the security needs of residential communities, schools, and commercial enterprises.
The company establishes three major middle-end platforms to support modern digital city business: big data platform, IoT platform and digital twin.
Business model
Traditional: the sale of hardware and software and maintenance fee etc.
Upgrade: Advertising revenue, value-added services, online operation, etc.
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Smart City
Smart City Solutions---Monitoring Public Health Care Threats and Pandemics
Real-time monitoring

Data Management

User and Device
Management
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New Sales Contracts
In March 2022, Datasea has executed a purchase agreement with Jiangsu Xinrong Network
Technology Research Institution, a company providing software development, artificial
intelligence, and big data solutions. In the conjunctions with the agreement, Xinrong will
establish and operate information systems for 100 residential communities and has agree to
purchase 5H messaging smart city solutions directly from Datasea at a budget of RMB
500,000 per residential community. The total value of this engagement would be RMB 50
million (approximately USD 7.88 million) over the course of two year.

Product upgrade

Smart City
Recent achievements

Datasea and its subsidiaries laid out a series of upgrades in:
1) IoT Cloud platform 2.0 function
Shuhai Beijing and its subsidiaries have upgraded the Internet of Things platform 1.0 to a major
version. In the new version 2.0, we have added the business capabilities of the open data business
center and third-party business users to access. Users can pass standardized registration approval
and upload their own. Hardward products and communication type and other related configurations,
users can customize and set various equipment alarm parameters and the platfom provides and
alarm interface. Now, the 2.0 version has supported the access of the group's full line of equipment
products and popular products in the market.
2) Campus Security Cloud
In the campus security cloud system, Shuhai Beijing have added the access management of the
Internet of Things service gateway and the access management of the video steaming media
gateway. In addition of the two service provides more favorable terminal data push support for the
Shuhai security cloud platform, the two gateways can be packaged completed sets of sales
products for equipment sales, which can be combined with our business application platform for
sales. The campus security cloud video streaming service gateway can be sold as a device or can
be deployed locally in the form of a program.
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Ecological
Partners and Clients
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Product Diversification and
differentiation

Leveraging proprietary technologies and data analytics
to develop solid products in 5G messaging, acoustic
intelligence and smart city market.

Growth
Strategies

Strengthening R&D Capabilities
In addi t ion t o t he t eam of 26 enginee rs , Da t a s ea
con t in u e s onboa r ding highl y q u alified t alen t and
cooperate with leading institutions to strengthen R&D.

Increase Market Penetration through Strategic Alliance

•Multi-channel sales approach
•Strategic financial and business partner network worldwide
•Strategic merger and acquisition

Global expansion

Look to breaking into new markets and increase market
shares in strategic areas
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Fiscal Year 2022 revenue recorded 9,653%
growth by comparing with fiscal year 2021

Fiscal Year 2022
Financial Highlights
and Updates

The revenue increased rapidly compared to the same
period of last fiscal year, blue chip customers are
accumulated, business model is proven, strong cash flow
are generated, and net income just turn positive in the
second half of 2022.

Establish the business as an industry leader
Datasea spearheads Acoustic Intelligence in terms of
innovation and resource allocation, and release the firstever industry white paper with leading research partners.

Policy supports

<14th Five Year Plan>
< Notice of the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology> <Made in China 2025>
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Revenue
fiscal year 2022

US$ 17,080,911

Revenue usd'000

17,081

18,000
16,000

We had revenues of $17,080,911 and
$175,138 for the years ended June
30, 2022 and 2021, respectively. The
increase in revenues was mainly due
to the expansion of the Company’s
business towards 5G messaging. For
the year ended June 30, 2022,
revenues mainly consisted of service
fees from our 5G SMS service
platform.
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DATASEA

YTD 5G REVENUE USD

YTD REVENUE USD
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5G Value-add Service,
3,261,959, 19%

Smart City Projects,
56,216, 0.33%

5G IMMCP, 1,825,547,
11%

5G SMS, 11,937,189, 70%

5G Related,
17,024,695, 99.67%

Smart City Projects
5G Related

5G SMS
5G IMMCP
5G Value-add Service

Revenue was $17,080,911 for fiscal year 2022, representing an increase of
$16,905,773, or +9653% YoY .

Total Revenue(fiscal year 2022)
(9653% increase by comparing with last year)

Revenue For 5G Business（Q4 YTD)

DATASEA

Datasea’s R&D performance include but are not limited to the
following aspects

Research and development (in 1,000 USD)
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5G Messaging Marketing cloud platform (5G MMCP), updated 5G
Integrated Messaging Marketing cloud platform (5G IMMCP) and “smart
push”. 5G IMMCP expands connection with existing clients through
accesses such as SMS, email, WeChat, applet, APP Push and third-party
tools and manage users from different platforms all in one 5G IMMCP
solution. Smart Push, a precision marketing solution powered by 5G
messaging technology with broad applicability to serve companies of all
sizes and helps enterprise clients send personalized messages at scale to
a captive audience and engage in one-on-one conversations that may lead
to conversions, sales, and customer loyalty.
Datasea’s acoustic intelligence sets have passed the certification of the
third party authoritative institutions that has proven to achieve a 99.83%
efficacy in nine seconds against Covid-19. At present, a complete set of
acoustic intelligent product system has been formed
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Balance Sheet
As of June 30, 2022

$3,755,677

$2,156,045

$1,599,632

Assets

Liabilities

Equities

(-3.58% from the previous year)

(-43.52% from the previous year)

(1958.44% from previous quarter)

Since Accounts Receivables generated from
credit sales was closely monitored and
driven to appropriate level.

The decrease of liability is due to managing the
accounts payable with account receivable.

The amount of equity increased due to the
increase of intangible assets and less liability as
of June 30 2022.
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Debt/Equity
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The debt to equity ratio is 1.34 and 49.12 as of June 30 2022
and June 30 2021 respectively, which proved better
management on credit sales and credit procurement.
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As of June 30 2022, the total liabilities of Datasea is $2,156,045,
which shows a 43.52% decrease from previous period. The
decrease of liability is due to matching the account payable with
account receivable, the level of working capital is optimally well
positioned
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CURRENT ASSETS

Current Assets
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As of June 30, 2022, we had a current ratio of 0.59:1. Our current
assets were $1,256,801. As of June 30, 2021, we had a current ratio of
0.27:1. Our current assets were $885,985.The increase in current assets
shows stronger ability to pay debt and cashability.

$198

Accounts receivable

Accounts payable

As of June 30 2022,accounts receivable is $259,410 and
accounts payable is $197,573.The amount of account
payable is approximately the same as account receivable,
which means the weight average of cost capital is in
optimal level for financing current asset, and the
maturity matching of short-term debt is perfectly
achieved
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Cash Flow Statement | As of June 30, 2022

Q1~Q4
$(5,139,712)

USD

Q1~Q4
$(1,133,424)

Q1~Q4
$6,448,995

Q1:$(1,399,969)

Q1:$(9,156)

Q1:$7,172,459

Q2:$(2,424,653)

Q2:$(274,968)

Q2:$(935,105)

Q3:$ (391,866)

Q3:$(212,620)

Q3: $(33,171)

Q4:$ (923,224)

Q4:$(636,680)

Q4: $244,812

Operating Activities

Investing Activities

Financing Activities

(+30.17% from the previous year)

(+571.92% from the previous year)

(+160.50% from the previous year)
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Thank you
Feel free to reach out to us if you have any questions.

Phone Number

Email Address

Website

1+646-866-7989

datasea@iecapitalusa.com

dataseainc.com

+86 10-56145240

investorrelations@shuhaixinxi.com

